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Remember grade school?
Back then, knowing
your rank amongs t

your classmates used to be as
simple as ABC and bringing
home that “A” was a sure way
to get to stay up late or get
some extra dessert. Years later

in business, particularly in franchising, things tend
to be a bit more complex. Luckily, there is a
method through which the complexities and
nuances of running and ranking a successful
franchise can be reduced to a simple set of grades or
ra t ings ; th i s i s ca l l ed “benchmark ing . ”
Benchmarking, like grading a
student on a test, is a way of
comparing the performance of a
certain locat ion or process
execution to that of another.
This, in turn, allows franchise
systems in any industry to target
the ideas and processes which
work the best and to utilize these
throughout the concept.

What is Benchmarking?
Benchmark ing , app l i ed to
franchising, is the combined
practice of targeting, measuring
and analyzing procedures and
processes from throughout the
concep t in order to dr ive
improvements in the organiza-
tion. Franchising, due to its unique nature, fosters a
certain degree of experimentation, freedom and
creative practice. It is not uncommon to have an
experienced veteran franchisee often deriving
slightly different operational practices which, if
properly researched and formalized by the franchise
company, can have a dramatically positive effect on
the community. Benchmarking helps a franchise
system harness the disparate process executions of
all franchise locations to focus in on what works
best and what does not.

How to Use Benchmarking in Your Concept
There are three basic types of benchmarking:
performance, process and strategic. Performance
benchmarking deals with comparing one company’s
results to that of another, and determining how each
company achieves these results. Strategic bench-
marking deals with executive-level, long-term
results, while process benchmarking deals with
analysis and comparison of daily operational
practices. All of these types can be extremely effec-
tive when used properly; however, this article will
focus primarily on process benchmarking, as it is the
easiest to apply to franchising and can result in
concept-wide benefits quickly.

Benchmarking is the

combined practice of

targeting, measuring and

analyzing.

No matter if a franchise system
is in the food industry, retail or
business services, no concept is
outside the benefits of a focused
benchmarking effort. In order to
keep pace with competitors in
your marketplace, streamlining
common tasks and reducing costs
a re a con t inu ing e f fo r t .

Benchmarking is important to the profitability of
your concept as well as your franchisees individual
profitability.
What are the most measurable aspects of your

particular concept? If one is in the food service
industry, it may be average sales per ticket or
average turns per hour. Business services often use
average order price and basic customer profiling to
great effect. In any case, one probably knows best
what these metrics are and uses them everyday in
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business. For a starting point, pick your
more measurab le and ac t ionable
processes as your key metrics. Focusing
on these key metrics and standardizing
how they are measured allows one to
put together an important part of effec-
tive benchmarking, the Franchise Report
Card.
The Franchise Report Card serves a

dual purpose: it standardizes the process
by which one grades franchise locations
and it also allows each franchisee to
quickly and easily see how they compare
to the community at large. Franchising
utilizes a system of standard business
methods to deliver a product or service;
the benchmarking process of standard
measurement and ranking is a natural

compliment. One can choose to rank
franchises by a handful of important key
metrics, or by many; it’s your choice.
There is no reason this report card

must remain static, in fact, it is vital that a
franchise company continues to update
and involve its franchisees in the
methods that it uses. As some people
may well know, community support can
make or break an initiative. Be sure to
involve franchisees early and often in the
process. Emphasize that benchmarking
efforts are not about forcing change for
the sake of change; the franchise system
is trying to add value to the business.
The franchising community has

shown a great deal of interest in bench-
marking. There are many letters written
by franchise executives with questions
and comments on their experience; and

more than a few International
Franchise Association round-
table discussions at conventions
have focused on tes t ing
standards. Having accurate
results on the health of the
concept and position versus
indus t ry compet i t ion can
augment a quarterly or annual
upda te to each f ranch i se
location. All owners pay atten-
tion to concept growth, unit
profitability and how to out-
perform the competition.
Benchmarking got a big push in
the mid-1990s, and has been a
core part of business ever since.
There are many articles and
books available to assist compa-
nies with their particular efforts,
and techno logy i s a lways
improving to make the process
easier and the results more
accurate. To get consistent,
accurate data, collect sales and
inventory data directly from POS
or back-office software. Instead
of using old comment cards,
send or e-mai l Web-based
surveys d i rec t l y to bo th
franchise owners and their end
customers; this gets immediate
answers f rom across the
concept.
One ve te ran concep t ,
FASTSIGNS, had a very common
problem. It needed a method to
reliably get information from

their franchisees’ POS system, and gain
insight into franchisee performance. It
had no way to validate reported sales,
and did not have adequate information
from the community on other aspects of
its business. The company recently
decided to get data from its POS systems
and to provide the Web-based reporting
necessary to view this information.
Once up and running, the company will
be able to group its franchisees into
regions and peer groupings and to estab-
lish standard measuring and ranking
systems based on the data collected
directly from the franchise software.
“We are getting through the initial

challenge (collecting the data) and soon
we will be able to gauge the health of
our overall concept, from average dollars
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per sign to peer group performance to
customer satisfaction levels,” says
FASTSIGNS Chief Information Officer Raj
Croajer, CFE. “Benchmarking has to start
and end with the franchisor, but without
franchisee buy-in, nothing happens. The
franchisees that we have been involved
with so far see the possibilities; they
understand what it can do for their local
business, for the brand and the system.”
After choosing a testing focus and

adopting an information collection
strategy, it is time to see what has been
uncovered. Start with the obvious, but
use an organized analysis procedure.
D iv ide f ranch i sees in to reg ions ,
countries, or peer groups. Peer groups
can be an arbitrary grouping, franchises
with similar revenue numbers, or have
been in business for the same number of
yea r s , wha teve r works fo r your
company. Pick a grouping that has a
long history, or has particularly high
prof i tabi l i ty and see how they’ve
performed. One will probably quickly
uncover a process or method that these
franchises use especially well, or have
evolved to be more effective. Use this to

gain an advantage. Call any peer group
or franchise that seems to have found a
successful process that could be applied
to the concept, get that owner or director
involved and providing continued
feedback.
Other suggestions for easy and effec-

tive performance measurements include:

• Standardize software.

• Outsource benchmarking to a vendor
with franchise experience.

• Establish a corporate culture of
consistent measurement and improve-
ment.

• Get your f ranchise communi ty
involved with concept growth.

• Start small and don’t try to measure or
demand too much from franchisees at
the beginning. Show results and
value as soon as possible.

• Solicit feedback and suggestions from
the entire concept.

• It’s a Journey, Not a Destination

Designing a standardized system to
ef fect ively measure and compare
franchise locations and their processes
can be easier that previously thought.
Benchmarking at its core is focusing on
what to measure, getting the information
accurately and timely, and having
standard methods of finding why certain
locations or processes are most effective.
Start things rolling with such questions
as, “How are we doing?” “How do I
compare to my peer group?” and “Are
my customers happy?” Then get your
community involved and leverage what
they have learned through years of
experience. Keeping your concept
competitive and efficient is a journey,
not a destination; use tools like report
cards and benchmarking to help you
along the way. �

Rick Batchelor is president of ZeeWise.
He can be reached at 678-383-4040
x1105 or rbatchelor@zeewise.com.
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